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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
Welcome to the latest edition of the new monthly Newsletter. Work is progressing on the
changes I have planned for BettingSystemTruths and once that is complete I may change
the format of this Newsletter again.
We have 7 New Reviews, Fold4Gold, Little Acorns (restarted), PAWS, The Evening Value
Service, The Football Betting Winning Strategies, The Laying Game and Win Master Pro,
and two Final Reviews. Form Labs has passed with 3.5 out of 5 stars and Triple H has
passed with 3.5 out of 5 stars.
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
news@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Fold4Gold - Introduction
19 May 2012

Sgt Jon Introduces Fold4Gold
Hi Bloggers
Another new review about to start from the Betfan stable. Sometimes I find reviewing
systems and tipsters can become a little tedious with unexciting selections, short
prices and little about them to get the adrenaline flowing.That's why I was pleased to
get this opportunity to review Fold4Gold - a brand new tipping service from Betfan
that's designed to be Great FUN but with very serious financial intentions in mind.
The sales website says the mission is to use some of the best minds in the sports
betting business to supply members with bets that may be speculative in the main
but when they land, the profits can be immense - potentially landing massive Jackpot
payouts.
Most of the Fold4Gold bets will be speculative but very profitable when they hit the
target. The focus is on a wide spectrum of sports from horse racing to football and
many more and uses a whole host of speciality bets. There will be Yankee's,
Accumulators, Cross Doubles, 3, 4, 5 Folds, Lucky 15's and Scoop6 selections on
Saturdays.
The Fold4Gold philosophy is low stakes for maximum profit and whilst the strike rate
can be low, one winning day can make enough profit for the year! This is borne out
by the "Top 10" results on the Betfan site where Fold4Gold sits in first place for last
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month, the last three months and the last six months which shows a profit gain of
754 points!
Tips are sent by email but are also available on a members web page and will clearly
explain the type of bet being recommended. Remember, you'll be getting some
massive accumulator bets that can turn small stakes into phenomenal profits if
successful.
A starting bank of between 500 to 1,000 points is recommended and all bets will be
kept to 10 points or less. Each tip will include the recommended stake and best price
available at the time the tips are emailed to you.
As their website says, by all means follow your favourite advisor for long term profits
but if you're looking for some added fun, entertainment and potential massive wins
then Fold4Gold might just be what you are looking for.
Fold4Gold is available for a monthly subscription of £19.99 and the review will start
on Monday 21st May.
I shall review this for 56 days with the option to extend it to 84 betting days.
Click here to see Fold4Gold.....

Cheers

Sgt Jon Introduces Fold4Gold
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Little Acorns Introduction
17 May 2012

Sergeant John Introducing Little Acorns
This week we start a new review of Little Acorns, a low-liability laying formula that has been
around for five years. It is entirely appropriate to review it again now as services being active
for this period of time have chance to engage in fine tuning, with a tweak or two thrown in, to
develop it to the present day.
It was Geoffrey Chaucer who first quoted “mighty oaks from little acorns grow” and as the
name suggests, Little Acorns uses low stakes to grow bigger banks and be in the position of
being confident to increase your stakes as the bank increases.
The system has been developed by Andrew David, who is confident that your betting balance
will increase between seven and 35 times each month, without exposing yourself to high
liabilities.
It is on offer for £97 ($147 when you click to pay, which could be subject to a price difference in
UK£ due to exchange rates), but he does offer a 30-day “No Questions Asked – Iron Clad
Money Back Guarantee.” Ironclad (which is one word) does sound a shade Victorian but what
we are saying here is that it is an unbreakable contract. Good to know.
Little Acorns incorporates a vital selection filter which enables you to all but completely cut out
your potential losses. I am looking forward to studying that feature.
Selections do not take more than ten minutes a day to compile once you have gained some
experience using the formula and you do not need to be in front of your computer during live
racing, that is if you choose to bet at weekends or in the evening, other than that you need to
place bets five to ten minutes before the race time.
The formula offers three different types of staking plans: Plan A uses the Fibonacci sequence;
Plan B Adds your loss to the next stake; Plan C uses Level Stakes. I shall start with a bank of
300 points and a two-point stake for each plan.
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From the last 48 months, only four months have made a loss, so let us see how this one does in
the next few months.
I shall review this for 56 days with the option to extend it to 84 betting days.
Best Regards
[Click here to see Little Acorns...]

Sergeant John Introduces Little Acorns
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

PAWS (Personal All Weather Selections)
Introduction
13th May 2012

Sgt Chris Introduces PAWS (Personal All Weather Selections)
Hi Bloggers,
PAWS is a tipping service, coming from the Steve Davidson "stable" and the person
responsible for the selections is called Allan Moore. The tips are send to customers
every day via e-mail around 11 am, or you can grab them through the members area.
The subscription is £ 39.99 per month, and at least for the time being it's the only
paying option.
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As the title suggests, for those who are aware, the PAWS service deals with UK horse
racing, and more specifically with the All Weather tracks, and covers win bets only, no
laying horses involved.
So, what we actually get is a daily e-mail from the author, even when there are no
selections.All the hard work is done for us, and the only thing left to do is to put our
money on the advised horse(s).Most of the times, we place bets for win only, but on a
few occasions there will be some e/w bets (both for win and place that is).
Now, apart from the time of the race and name of the horse, the author also informs
us of the Bookies price available, at the time we receive the e-mail. It is vital to have
an account with a bookie using BOG (Best Odds Guarantee). In simple words, BOG
means that if we place a bet let's say early in the morning at 2/1 and the actual SP is
higher, we get the higher SP. On the other hand, if the SP shortens less than 2/1 we
still get the early price. Using Betfair SP is not ruled out, but untill now calculating
profits with BOG has proved more efficient.
All bets are placed on level stakes, and after contacting the author he suggested a
100 pts starting bank to feel comfortable with, and that's the size of the bank i'm
going to use.
The initial review will last for 56 bettings days, but there's always the option to
extend it to 84 betting days. Either way we have to be patient, because the amount of
All Weather racing is decreased during the spring and the summer. So I suspect we
won't be getting PAWS selections very often during this period of time, but as always
it's the bigger picture we should care about.
Cheers
[Click Here To See PAWS]

Sgt. Chris Introduces PAWS
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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The Evening Value Service - Introduction
Sgt Tony Introduces
The Evening Value Service
Hi All
This is the latest servce from Kieran Ward. Here are his notes:
"I’ve been running The Evening Value Service for a small group of clients since
November 2011 and I’ve attached a spreadsheet with all results on it (All
selections have been live proofed since the very start to Geegeez.co.uk and
Secret Betting Club). I hope you’ll agree that the results have been
impressive. Selections will be delivered to members via email along with
additional access to a members site. I believe I’ve built up a great track record
of customer service and that (along with profitability) is always my highest priority.
Hopefully, this will ensure lots of happy, long-term customers
The cost will be £37 per month (with a £7 for first 14 days taster) or £97 for 3
months access which represents fantastic value."
Kieran recommends using Best Odds Guaranteed Bookmakers, where possible, which
is what the profit is based on.
James and Kevin have been proofing the service for us since 1 May and it has made
just under 40 points profit to level stakes in that period.
If you take a look you will see how The Evening Value Service works. As the name
implies, it concentrates on evening meetings Monday to Saturday (no Sunday racing).
Kieran's claim is that he can spot the value bets (where the bookies have over priced
certain horses). He emails out around 10 selections a day, usually about 40 minutes
before the evening racing begins. Once you have signed up, the website has a section
for the latest selections, a comprehensive FAQ section and a spreadsheet showing all
the results back to 16th November 2011. Since that date, up to 12th May, there have
been 628 selections with 122 winners, giving a strike rate of 19.42% and a profit of
174.40 points at level stakes (a 27.77% return on turnover).
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I am starting the review with effect from 1st June and will be using level stakes of £10
to represent 1 point.
Please let me know if you need any further information about the service and I look
forward to testing it out on your behalf.
All the best, enjoy the long weekend
[Click here to see The Evening Value Service.....]

Sgt Tony Introduces The Evening Value Service
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

The Football Betting Winning Strategies Introduction
29th May 2012

Sergeant Lucian - Introduces The Football Betting Winning Strategies
Hi Bloggers,
Here is a review of a new Winning Information Network service - The Football Betting
Winning Strategies.
First I will let you know that you can register for free because this service is on trial
period. So no price details now. The review will be updated with all details when the
service is launched.
The Football Betting Winning Strategies service offer 2 strategies which mean two
sections back and lay on football.
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Strategy A - Back Bets comes with 3 staking plans and is about the buyer choice to
select the one suitable for him.

Staking Plan 1 - NOTE I Will be proofing the bets using this particular staking plan
2pts on the first selection if this bet wins, the next selection will be bet with 4pts, if
this wins, the next bet will be 8pts. After the third bet the stake returns to 2pts and
we start the sequence again. If we have a losing bet at any time we return to staking
2pts on the next selection.
During proofing this plan has turned a profit of 80.76 Points

Staking Plan 2
This is the plan with least risk but less potential for returns 1pt on the first selection
if this bet wins, the next selection will be bet with 2pts, if this wins, the next bet will
be 3pts. After the third bet the stake returns to 1pt and we start the sequence again.
If we have a losing bet at any time we return to staking 1pt on the next selection.
During proofing this plan has turned a profit of 33.44 Points

Staking Plan 3
This is the staking plan we use which we believe offers you potential for excellent
returns. It is a compounding plan where you re calculate your Bank each day after
betting.
2% of your Bank on the first selection if this bet wins, the next selection will be bet
with 3% of your Bank, if this wins, the next bet will be 6% of your Bank. after the third
bet the stake returns to 2% of your Bank and we start the sequence again. If we have a
losing bet at any time we return to staking 2% of your Bank on the next selection.
During proofing this plan has turned a £500 starting bank into £917.62 giving a
profit of £417.62.
Strategy B - Lay Bets
All Lay bets will be advised to WIN 1pt and proofed as same During proofing Lay Bets
have made 97.93 Points Profit.
The initial review will be for 56 “betting days”, and may be extended to 84 “betting
days”, depending on its performance.
Staking
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Strategy A - Back Bets.

Staking Plan 1 - initial bank of 200 points and 2,4,8 sequence
Staking Plan 2 - initial bank of 100 points and 1,2,3 sequence
Staking Plan 3 - initial bank of 100 points and 2,3,6 % of bank sequence
Level Staking Plan - initial bank of 50 points and 1 point on bet
Strategy B - Lay Bets

Level Staking Plan - initial bank of 100 points and 1 point on lay bet
Thank you for your time and I hope you enjoy the review.
[Click here to see The Football Betting Winning Strategies]
Regards,

Sgt Lucian - Introduces The Football Betting Winning Strategies
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

The Laying Game - Introduction
17 May 2012

Sergeant John Introducing The Laying Game
Looking at a new product from the Steve Davidson stable, The Laying Game is essentially a
piece of software that picks out selections on a daily basis ready for you to lay on Betfair.
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It really is a no-brainer. The software does all the work and is ready to use by 3am UK time.
You can lay on the place or win market, but it is recommended to concentrate on the win
market.
The strike rate averages around 70% but, although the software produces prices across the
board, it is recommended to lay horses at under 5.01.
For the purposes of this review I shall have an opening bank of 500 points, using 1% of that as
my stake (5 points). I have used a fairly large bank because there can be as many as ten
selections a day.
You buy one licence for one computer for 12 months at £29.99 and there are no refunds. What
happens after a year I have yet to find out, but no doubt Mr Davidson will have something up
his sleeve and at that price, providing this review is successful, it is worth renewing for another
year.
I shall review this for 56 days with the option to extend it to 84 betting days and, hopefully, be
able to recommend The Laying Game software to readers soon after that.
Best Regards
[Click here to see The Laying Game...]

Sergeant John Introduces The Laying Game
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Win Master Pro - Introduction
17 May 2012

Sergeant Jon Introduces Win Master Pro
Hi Bloggers
Sergeant Jon here checking back into BST as a reviewer. I last reviewed a betting
system for BST six months ago but now my cyber buddy of nearly six years, James
Fitzmaurice, has taken control of the site again, I was delighted to accept his
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invitation to get involved once more. Over the past six years I must have reviewed
dozens of systems and tipsters, some good, some bad and some downright ugly!
Now, Win Master Pro is a bit different. As a reviewer, I have often spotted trends and
tweaked rules and filters whilst carrying out reviews just to see what might happen
and whether I can improve on the seller's results. This may have been the situation
with BST's very own Tommy Halbert as well. Last year, Tommy reviewed the ABX-IV
software which he awarded a very high 4.5 stars approval rating. But during his
review, Tommy started to record his own variation on the system with excellent
results.
As a result of this he has now created Win Master Pro in partnership with Grey
Samuels, the author of ABX-IV. Win Master Pro is a backing system that has produced
staggeringly good results over the last nine months. Tommy is about to release Win
Master Pro in early June and requested that BST review the system applying our
normal stringent and impartial procedures. I am privileged to have been asked to
review Win Master Pro and having had a few days to practice with the selection and
betting process will start the review from next Monday 21st May.
At present there is no flashy website promising instant wealth ;) nor has the release
price been made public yet but Tommy assures me that there will be a website,
access to the vital software required to operate the system, instructional videos and
membership blog. It's important to confirm that this is a Dutching system (backing
more than one horse in the race) where the software examines all racecards for the
day in the UK and Ireland and identifies possible qualifying races.
During the day, the software continues to monitor these races and then advises
whether a bet is recommended a few minutes before the "Off". At this point it is up to
you to check certain criteria regarding Betfair prices to make sure they meet the
system rules before placing the bet.
My initial thought here is that you will have to monitor live racing and that perhaps a
bot could be used so those of us who cannot access live racing and Betfair during the
day can use the system.
For the purpose of the review, however, I will record results using Betfair SP. Whilst
this may not always reflect the best price available before the race start, at least it
prevents debate about the available price for any particular race. Tommy also
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suggests that on longer distance races, in play betting may boost profits so it is likely
that there will be profit and loss differences depending on what strategy you adopt.
The recommended bank is £500 with 10% stakes of the prevailing bank used to dutch
back selections calculated to return an equal profit for winning bets. So, you will
definitely need access to a good dutching calculator and this will also be used to
check one of the price rules before placing the bet.
In the last three months, since mid February, Tommy has grown a £500 bank to
£5,258 using 10% stakes which is not shabby by anyone's standards!
There is a recommended staking plan but the authors have requested this is not
disclosed until the product launch. Therefore, for the review, I will simply record
results to level stakes.
I shall review this for 56 days with the option to extend it to 84 betting days.
So, let's hope Tommy has discovered the Holy Grail for all of us and I am really
looking forward to seeing how Win Master Pro performs over the next few months.
Cheers

Sergeant Jon Introduces Win Master Pro
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Final Reviews

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Form Labs – Final Review Summary

08/05/2012

Rich Reviews Form Labs

I won’t repeat too much from the Intro – you can read it here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/introduction/2012/02/12/form-labs-introduction/

And a full software review is here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/introduction/2011/11/15/form-labs-softwarereview/

Briefly, this is a software database that uses past results to find bets for upcoming
fixtures. I have run a test system for each of the three available versions of the
software. Remember these are just example systems using the Form Labs software.
You could develop whatever system you wanted.
The software is available in three versions:
For Form Labs Lite, I tested the “Game Notes” of the software – this led to one bet
per match which I believe any user could also find. As a sub-test of this system, I also
noted any 2.5 goal bets because these are reported historically to have shown a profit
on the Form Labs sales page (Serie A Under 2.5 goals; La Liga Over & Under 2.5 goals;
Premiership Over & Under 2.5 goals; Bundesliga Under 2.5 goals)
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Form Labs Lite costs £25 a month or £225 for 12 months after your initial FREE 28

days.

For Form Labs Pro I tested one particular in-play query. There are an almost infinite
number of possible queries you could ask the software database. The Pro version
allows for in-play queries – no limit to your queries. In order to test a system that
you, the reader, can replicate, I tested a half-time query, where I entered the halftime match situation and chose as my bet, a “value” bet that is indicated, given the
half-time situation. So I called this strategy “Half-time in-play query”.
Form Labs Pro costs £45 a month or £395 for 12 months after your initial FREE 28

days.

For Form Labs Black I tested the “live logic” feature. Again there are many, many ways
you could use the software. To make it possible for our readers to copy I consulted
the Live Logic at the 60th minute of the match and placed a bet based upon the
statistical prediction given at that time.
Form Labs Black costs £150 a month, £300 a quarter or £1,000 for 12 months after

your initial FREE 28 days.

By the way, I also said in the Intro that I would report the results from the Daily
Reports, available in the “Lite” version. Unfortunately the April results are not yet
posted up on the software. So I’ll report the last three posted months.
Stake

Profit ROI

Jan 2012

94.5

2.42

2.56

Feb 2012

117.5 7.42

6.31

Mar 2012

120.49 1.25

1.04

These results are below the average since July 2010 which has a total ROI of 9.55. But
nevertheless it shows a profit, and profit is profit!
So how did I do with my three systems?
Here are the bald final figures. I have to say that instinctively I thought it was a
mistake to continue the testing after about week 8. The last few weeks of the major
leagues are very unpredictable – too many teams have nothing to lose or nothing to
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play for and form becomes much more unpredictable (as it does at the start of the
season). This was born out with the results. Obviously past form becomes less
important as the season ends. So I wasn’t surprised when the results dipped after
week 8.
All results are to £10 level stakes.
Summary of Results:
“Game Notes” (Lite Version)
Start Bank: £100
Total Trial P/L: £159.14
Final Balance: £259.14
362 bets 140 losers Strike Rate: 61.3%

“Half-Time In-Play” (Pro Version)
Start Bank: £100
Total Trial P/L: £52.03
Final Balance: £152.03
131 bets 38 losers Strike Rate: 70.9%
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“60 Minute Live Logic” (Black Version)
Start Bank: £100
Total Trial P/L: £160.41
Final Balance: £260.41
75 bets 24 losers Strike Rate: 68%

Interestingly the results for Form Labs Black held up in the final weeks – which makes
sense, as it is based upon what is actually happening in the match at the 60 minute
mark. So the end-of-season blues don’t seem have had such an effect.
It is obvious that I would need more skill for the half-time queries to be more
profitable. This emphasises the fact that how you read the software is vital.
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The Game Notes interpretation is easier. Before the end-of-season period of
unpredictability it was regularly profitable. The 2.5 goals selections were doing OK
until the last 2 or 3 weeks, probably for the reason above.
Much more interesting is the application of a simple filter to the Game Notes
selections. And that is to simply only take the selected bet if the odds are less than
2.0. Throughout the review usng this filter has been more profitable than taking all
the selections and much better than taking only the 2.5 goal selections. The
profitability of this filter has even held up during the end of season weeks. It went
slightly down after the high of week 8, but not drastically so.

So the recommendation is to take the obvious bet from the game notes and only back
it if the odds are under 2.0.
The “Game Notes” are available whichever version you subscribe to. I would
recommend using them after the first three or four games of the new season, when
form is established and stop using them in the final three or four weeks of the
season. Furthermore, to only bet on the suggested bet if the odds are below 2.0 (and
I never went lower than 1.33). Further experimentation would be needed to use the
in-play queries of the Pro version (but you could paper trade your experiments while
you profited on the Game Notes). The “Live Logic” predictions at the 60-minute mark
seem to be conclusively profitable. There are also many more features included in the
“Black” version of the software.
With such a vast amount of data available, it is hardly surprising that some of my
experimental systems were less profitable. But my aim in this review was to see if one
could make a profit using the software. I think this has been conclusively proved.
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See the sales page that compares all the three versions of Form Labs here…

P.S. I think this is the last review that I will be doing - I hope my reviews and the
newsletters have helped some of you make a profit from your betting. Cheers!

Rich Reviewing Form Labs
Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter

Triple H Horseracing - Final Review

15th May 2012

Sgt Colin Reviews Triple H Horseracing

Hi, Sgt Colin here, with the results from my fourth review for
BettingSystemtruths.com & the sister website LayTheOdds.com. I reviewed the Triple
H Horseracing service, which is available through Steve Davidson, but is written by
"Zen". This is a horseracing system which provides rules for selecting horses to win or
place in certain UK handicap races. It is available for a one off payment of £69.95.
The system does not come as a "pdf", but is an encrypted download which prevents
copying.
Without giving too much away, Triple H Horseracing requires you to make selections
by comparing bookmakers & Betfair odds, both for win & place bets, and placing bets
with the bookie when certain criteria are met. The system states that c90 minutes
may be required for the selection process, prior to racing starting.
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However, if that is too much trouble, Zen provides a selection service for the
following prices: £47 per month, £99 for 3 months if you don't buy the system, and
£30 per month, £70 for 3 months if you also acquire it.
I monitored two separate sets of results - referred to as Versions 1 & 2 - resulting
from different classes of handicap race, and the use of both level staking and a
recommended staking plan for each.
1. Results
Overall, the selections were very profitable, and using the recommended staking plan
we turned a 300 point bank into 449 points (using Version 1, which had more
selections) at an ROI of 20%, 732 points staked from 129 selections. Using Version 2
we gained 99 points at a slightly higher ROI, 21% from 476 points staked on 84
selections.
Using level stakes we made lower gains and lower % returns - 14 points using version
1 at 6% ROI, and 22 points using version 2 at 13% ROI.
The nature of the horses selected (high odds) makes the strike rate relatively low.
Overall, we had an 8.5% strike rate on Version 1 - so you have to be prepared for
potentially long fallow periods.
The staking plan weighted the stakes on the relatively lower odds selections (lowest
odds using the system are 5/1), and these were the most successful, hence the better
performance of the staking plan than level stakes.
The results were spectacular early in the trial, but fell away rather in the second half.
In mid March we peaked at 573 points, with a 52% return, but over the final month we
only had 1 winner from 38 selections (and very few placed horses).
2. Ease of Use
So despite the strong results, why have I only given it 3.5 stars? That's really down to
ease of use.
I found the self selection of qualifying races far too time consuming to be viable and there were large numbers of days when Zen, who is presumably doing this for a
living couldn't find any selections. Spending 90 minutes a day to potentially come up
with nothing, is not something which works for me.
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So these results were achieved by using the Triple H Horseracing selection service
provided by Zen. As mentioned in the introduction, this is not a service which you
can bet on using Betfair or Starting Prices, so you need to be at the computer and
make the bet as soon as the selection is received, otherwise the advised odds will
probably shorten. I found it difficult to back at the advised odds on numerous
occasions, which isn't to say that the advised odds were unobtainable - just that I
wasn't able to monitor the odds immediately.
[Click here to see Triple H Horseracing]

Sgt Colin monitors Triple H Horseracing

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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Current Reviews

Return to Contents/Index

This is a quick insight how each review is performing.
Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. These rules are hard and fast without
room for interpretation or discretion.
Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are applied, with skill, by the
user of the service.
Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to the recommended
stakes or to level stakes.

Auto Bet Wins
Up to day 48

Reviewer Sgt Howard

This Month

Backing System

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

Bank 1

20.00

188.53

88.53

Bank 2

40.12

171.44

71.44

Reviewer Sgt Rob

Backing Tips

See the Auto Bet Wins Review pages here…
See the Auto Bet Wins sales pages here…

Betting Bubbles
Up to day 90

This Month

Cumulative

P/L

50 point Start Bank

P/L

24.85

198.75

148.75

See the Betting Bubbles Review pages here…
See the Betting Bubbles sales pages here…

Cricket Tipster
Up to day 84

Reviewer Insp. Steve

This Month

Backing Tips

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

-10.40

129.80

29.80

See the Cricket Tipster Review pages here…
See the Cricket Tipster Sales pages here…
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Fold4Gold
Up to day 14

Reviewer Sgt Jon

This Month

Backing Tips

Cumulative

P/L

500 point Start Bank

P/L

-65.82

434.18

-65.82

See the Fold4Gold Review pages here…
See the Fold4Gold Sales pages here…

Golf Investor Club
Up to week 14

Reviewer Insp. Steve

This Month

Spread Bet Tips

Cumulative

P/L

1000 points Start Bank

P/L

-55.00

449.00

-551.00

Reviewer Sgt John

Laying System

See the Golf Investor Club Review pages here…
See the Golf Investor Club Sales pages here…

Little Acorns
Up to day 17

This Month

Cumulative

P/L

300 point Start Bank

P/L

13.37

313.37

13.37

See the Little Acorns Review pages here…
See the Little Acorns Sales pages here…

Little Acorns Football Bankbuilder
Up to week 12

Reviewer Insp. Colin

This Month

Backing System

Cumulative

P/L

176 point Start Bank

P/L

12.50

209.50

33.50

See the Little Acorns Football Bankbuilder Review pages here...
See the Little Acorns Football Bankbuilder Sales pages here....

Mals Lay System
Up to day 25

Reviewer Sgt Lucian

This Month

Cumulative
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P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

4.77

104.77

4.77

See Mals Lay System Review pages here…
See Grey Horse Bot Sales pages here…

Paul Morris Football
Up to week 6

Reviewer Insp. Chris Back Tipping Service

This Month

Cumulative

P/L

100 points Start Bank

P/L

-6.00

76.03

-23.97

See the Paul Morris Football Review pages here…
See the Paul Morris Football Sales pages here…

PAWS

Reviewer Sgt Chris

Up to day 6

This Month

Backing Tips

Cumulative

P/L

100 point Start Bank

P/L

-1.25

98.75

-1.25

See the PAWS Review pages here…
See the PAWS Sales pages here…

Smart Racing Trader
Up to day 75

Reviewer Sgt Howard

This Month

Trading Methods

Cumulative

P/L

1000 point Start Bank

P/L

Smart Sequencer

43.10

1,096.74

96.74

NHF Trading

14.46

1,355.46

355.46

See the Smart Racing Trader Review pages here…
See the Smart Racing Trader Sales pages here…

Soccer Betting HQ

Reviewer Insp. Josh

Trading Methods

There are 5 strategies with a start bank of 100 on each.
Up to day 50

This Month

Cumulative

P/L

500 points Start Bank

P/L

-11.89

506.90

6.90
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See the Soccer Betting HQ Review pages here…
See the Soccer Betting HQ Sales pages here…

Soccer Betting Oracle
Up to day 66

Reviewer Sgt Lucian Back Tipping Service

This Month

Cumulative

P/L

200 points Start Bank

P/L

66.03

342.22

142.22

See the Soccer Betting Oracle Review pages here…
See the Soccer Betting Oracle Sales pages here…

The Laying Game
Up to day 17

Reviewer Sgt John

This Month

Lay Software

Cumulative

P/L

500 points Start Bank

P/L

188.25

688.25

188.25

See the Laying Game Review pages here…
See the Laying Game Sales pages here…

Trainer Track Stats
Up to day 35

Reviewer Sgt John

This Month

Backing Tips

Cumulative

P/L

250 point Start Bank

P/L

-34.35

215.65

-34.35

See the Trainer Track Stats Review pages here…
See the Trainer Track Stats Sales pages here…

Win Master Pro
Up to day 14

Reviewer Sgt Jon

This Month

Backing Tips

Cumulative

P/L

£500 Start Bank

P/L

-97.98

402.02

-97.98

See the Win Master Pro Review pages here…
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League Table of Reviews

Return

A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work out the profit (or
loss) as a percentage of the starting bank. Obviously this table doesn’t replace reading
the reviews, because profit as %age of bank is not the only factor in judging a system.
Nevertheless, it is a valid at-a-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.
The league table now includes systems that have finished their reviews as well. At the
moment it only includes systems that have recently finished but I will look to add more
next month.
We have seventeen reviews that have made a profit of over 15%.

Start
Bank

Total
Profit
/Loss

Profit as
%age of
Bank

Position
Last
Month

Position
This
Month

50

148.75

297.50%

1

1

Place Bet Pro

1000

2121.80

212.18%

2

2

Form Labs 60 Minutes

100

160.41

160.41%

4

3

Form Labs Game Notes

100

159.14

159.14%

3

4

Auto Bet Wins Bank 1

100

88.53

88.53%

7

5

BettingFlow

50

43.15

86.30%

5

6

Auto Bet Wins Bank 2

100

71.44

71.44%

14

7

Soccer Betting Oracle

200

142.22

71.11%

12

8

Form Labs HT In-Play

100

52.03

52.03%

8

9

Triple H Version 1

300

149.20

49.73%

6

10

Partners In Profit

100

46.81

46.81%

10

11

The Laying Game

500

188.25

37.65%

N/A

12

Smart Racing NHF

1000

355.46

35.55%

13

13

Triple H Version 2

300

99.20

33.07%

9

14

Cricket Tipster

100

29.80

29.80%

11

15

Greyhound Lay Pro

100

23.77

23.77%

15

16

Little Acorns Football Bankbuilder

176

33.50

19.03%

16

17

Smart Racing Sequencer

1000

96.74

9.67%

17

18

Mals Lay System

100

4.77

4.77%

N/A

19

Little Acorns

300

13.37

4.46%

18

20

Soccer Betting HQ

500

6.90

1.38%

19

21

SSP American NFL

100

0.46

0.46%

20

22

PAWS

100

-1.25

-1.25%

N/A

23

Ace Betting Club

200

-2.82

-1.41%

21

24

Fold4Gold

500

-65.82

-13.16%

N/A

25

Trainer Track Stats

250

-34.35

-13.74%

N/A

26

Win Master Pro

500

-97.98

-19.60%

N/A

27

SSP American NHL
Paul Morris Football

100
100

-23.51
-23.97

-23.51%
-23.97%

23
22

28
29

Beaten Females

500

-126.59

-25.32%

25

30

Value At The Races

500

-132.94

-26.59%

24

31

System
Reviewed
Betting Bubbles
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SSP American NBA
Golf Investor Club

100
1000

-26.92
-496.00

-26.92%
-49.60%

Return to Contents/Index of this newsletter
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27

32
33
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Next Month Return to Contents/Index
Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that interests you at
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, and http://laytheodds.com so that you can get a
feel for how the service pans out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST
Newsletter in your e-mails Tuesday 3 rd July.
Regards,
James
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